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Poet Colm
Keegan
comes in
to talk with
TY students
about poetry.

"The
workshop was very
eye opening as Mr.
Keegan was not
afraid to show
what it takes to be
a good poet or author."

O

n Monday the 18th of October poet Colm Keegan
came in to discuss poetry
amongst the two TY Classes. Class
Boyne was the first to be talked to,
the workshop lasted three hours,
or the first three periods. Class
Avoca had the second session for
the last three hours/ periods.
The workshop was very eye
opening as Mr. Keegan was not
afraid to show what it takes to be a
good poet or author. He discussed
how you need to be vulnerable in
what you write to be understood
by the readers. He told the TY students about his situation when
growing up, about how his stepfather mistreated him and about
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how one of his friends turned to drugs and
tried to involve Mr. Keegan.
Mr. Keegan also had the TY classes write three things they were worried
about, staying anonymous, collected them
and read them out to the class. This allowed the students the freedom to let
out some of their frustrations and to hear
about each other as well as show that vulnerability needed to be understood.
Mr. Keegan showed the TY students
a Power-point presentation all about poetry and the different types of poetry.
He had them then write out a thing they
loved, a thing that made them angry and a
memory. After the class did that they had
to write a short poem on one of the topics chosen. After a few minutes he had a
few students that were brave enough read

theirs in front of the class.
Another small exercise he
had the class do was to write out
a phrase they use or a phrase they
like. Numerous students’ phrases got a laugh out of Mr. Keegan
and the rest of the class. Before
he left, he took photos of some of
the students' poems and posted
them on his Twitter account.
- Sophia Matthews

T

Workshop

he day before the workshop the TY students were asked to carve the pumpkins and to clean the insides of them, each
TY class had an hour to clean them.
We had to cut out a square in
the back with a little pumpkin saw and take out the
flesh of the pumpkin using
a scoop and if you could
not get flesh out with the
scoop you would need to
use your hands. After we
finished the pumpkins, we
left them for the workshop
for the next day.

Competition

T

his event took place in the art room
involving First Year and TY students.
First of all, TY students laid out the tools
for carving involving a large double
saw, scoop, a detail saw and
a pumpkin carving kit. After that the First Year
students arrived at the
art room and each First
Year got paired up with
a TY student.

TY Were offered a
workshop to carve
pumpkins.

On the day of the workshop our classes
were split up and we carved our pumpkins
after lunch while the other TY class did so
before lunch, the woman that came in to do
the workshop with us, gave us two pumpkin
saws and a pin to poke out the design. We
were all given a random stencil and we were
all shown how to poke out the design and
cut it out. We then left them outside and
the Halloween decorations team placed
them around the school. - Teodoras Anusauskas

T

Y classes Avoca and Boyne have
recently gone out of their way to
clean the polluted beaches of the nearby Broadmeadow Estuary. The Estuary,
located just to the East of the school, is
often covered with rubbish such as plastic bottles, food wrappers, plastic bags,
and other types of trash – all created by
human activity. The TY students took
the initiative and decided to take action.
Our students left the school with trash
bags and litter pickers and walked to-

gether to the water feature to pick up
any garbage in the area. Furthermore,
they documented the amount and the
types of litter collected. The activity has
been a great success, and a large area
has been thoroughly cleaned. Overall,
all the students involved enjoyed making the community a slightly better
place!
What could be done to reduce the need
for such clean-ups is to increase the
number of bins on that path, as people

Ms. Lynch gave out a
stencil for each student
to follow. All students began copying the stencil onto the
pumpkin and began carving. After that
Ms. Lynch got our principal Ms. Donnellan.
When she arrived, she walked around the
class looking at each of the First Year and
TY pumpkins. After she came around she
decided the winners, the prize for winning
was €10. There were 6 winners in total.

By Michael Lapinig

- Scott Bruton

TY classes make
the area more
welcoming by
cleaning around
the Estuary!

are less likely to litter if there
is a bin nearby or within their
- Radoslaw Cichon
vision.
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Y students went on a trip to
the movies on the 19th of
October to Movies@Swords in
The Pavilions. They watched the
film “The Addam’s Family 2”. They
left at the start of period 1 and
finished the movie at the start of
lunch. Many students enjoyed the
opportunity to get out of class and
school. However, some stuwatch the movie. Each student
paid €7 to watch the movie. They dents felt that the movie in
walked to The Pavilions from the choice was lacking in quality.
- Cormac Henderson

Making Movie Memories
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Causey Farm
Pizza
making,
bog diving
and lots
more!

"The TYs really enjoyed
it, no matter how cold
or mucky it was"

T

he TY students went
on a day trip to Causey
Farm in November. At first,
the students got to learn
how to make pizzas. While
waiting for the pizzas to
cook they decided to start
going through a corn maze.
While waiting, students got
to explore more of the farm
including seeing farm animals
like chickens, which they got
to catch and pick up, and got
to feed animals like donkeys,
horses, llamas as well as
seeing pigs, bunnies, sheep,
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ducks and a camel. After that,
they got to finish their pizzas
and eat. The TY students got
to go on swan boats which
they had to paddle around;
it could hold around 4-5 students. Later, the students got
to go to the famous bog. The
TYs really enjoyed it, no matter how cold or mucky it was.
TYs commented that it was
worth the experience and
that they would do it again.
Overall, the trip was very enjoyable for all our students.

- Dareya Hardins

Wreath
Making
Workshop

Care
Home
Initiative
F

T

ransition Year students had a
workshop on wreath making
on the 14th of December. We were
shown some designs for the wreaths,
and then we were given a bag filled
with artificial acorns, glittery leaves,
pine cones and other decorative
objects. We got to stick these onto
wreath bases by using paper fasteners and hot glue. The wreaths can
be attached to doors, or they can be
used as a centrepiece of a table. They
are a great gift for loved ones. I think
it could be said that everyone really
enjoyed the workshop. - Sophie Farrell

T

his December Ms Higgins’ Irish class organised a reverse advent calendar for the less fortunate. The initiative involved
students across all year groups bringing non-perishable food,
for example biscuits or tea and coffee, into school and storing
them in a donation box. These boxes were found all around the
school and collected at the end of the day. These donations
were then brought to a food bank to help those in need. This
initiative was a great way to contribute to our local community.

rom the 5th of December to
the 22nd of December Fingal
Community College students
were able to give a little to the
residents of The Tara Winthrop
Private Clinic which is a care
home in Swords. We received
lots of lovely items such as
packets of cards, board games,
sanitary products and boxes of
treats. Afterwards, we wrapped
these gifts and on the 22nd of
December they were brought to
The Tara Winthrop Private Clinic
to spread some Christmas cheer.

- Adam Boland

- Radoslaw Cichon

T

he CPR group consisting of
six TY students; Adam, Hannah, Jack, Joel, Sophie, and Skyla,
demonstrated how to perform
CPR and how to use a defibrillator, to all First Year students.The
TY students also taught some
teachers how to perform CPR.
The teachings occurred from
the 8th of November to the 18th

of November, they hope to continue
teaching CPR to the students of Second
Year, starting on the 23/11/21. They
hope that everyone involved will leave
these teachings with vital knowledge.

- Skyla Welters

CPR
Training

A

fter school on Fridays, the
choir consisting of students
from all year groups meet up and
sing to their hearts’ content. Currently they are singing songs that
they had done previously and
new songs they have never sung
before. These songs are ‘Titanium’, ‘Always Remember Us This
Way’, ‘Can’t Help Falling in Love’,
‘Till Forever Falls Apart’ and
‘Grace’. If you like singing, then
why not stop by a Friday after
school and join in on all the fun!

- Skyla Welters

If Singing is What You Desire,
You Should Join the Choir!
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Artistic TYs

TYs were tasked
with designing a
sports silhouette
canvas to decorate the gallery.

Fin's Kids

A

full-time artist Dave West
helped TYs with their
sports canvases. TYs were
given a circular acrylic canvas
to paint their chosen sports
silhouettes. Some that were
chosen include football, tennis, figure skating, basketball
and boxing. TYs had to choose
their colours and shades of
those colours that they were
going to use for their canvas,
many colour mixing skills were
used to make a specific colour
that was necessary. Once all
the canvases are finished,
they will be placed along the
outdoor gallery wall facing the
basketball court.
- Kristers Grope

E

very Saturday morning at 9:00-12:30 a few
of my fellow students and I go down to the
Fin's astro pitch to help at the nursery. At the
nursery, you mentor children aged 4-9 to play
GAA, hurling and camogie. The children start
arriving at 9:45 so for the first 45 minutes we
set up the games and have the craic. Some of
the games and drills include the following:
Hungry Hippos
The Catching Game
Chicken and Foxes
Over the River
Striking/kicking on Goal
An obstacle course

Beanbag Balance
Knee and Foot solo race/ Sliotars on the
Rope
Salute and Strike/ kicking into the net
Matches
They are the games/drills that are usually
played. At the nursery, there is Donnagh,
Sinead and Brian running it. They get players
from the boys U15s, U16s and minors and
the U15s and U16s girls. Parents are also
welcome to come down and coach if they're
with their child. It alternates every week
between GAA and hurling. - Neil Redmond

Bird box Madness!
T

he winter months blister in the
long bitter nights and short dark
days. These months are straining on
many of us. Though, these months
are particularly difficult for our
local wildlife, much of which has
begun hibernation since autumn.
Many of Ireland’s bird species have
migrated to warmer climates to
escape the harsh weather, leaving
behind winter birds such as Tits and
Robins.

Since the beginning of this school
year, TY students have been constructing handmade birdhouses.
Every Friday, students processed
their pieces; sawing, filing, chiselling
and sanding. We began by accurately marking out each piece, using
marking gauges and steel rulers. We
used finger joints to connect the
walls and glue to secure the walls.
Students were allowed to use their
creativity to design and build a custom roof for the birdhouse. These

TIDY TOWNS
Helping To Clean The Town Once A Week
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birdly abodes have been crafted
with much care and attention to
detail.

- Seán McGrath Hempenstall

E

very week on Saturday at
10:45 am, TY students go to
the car park in front of Pavilions
where someone, normally Ken, is
waiting for us. He gives a high-vis
vest, gloves and a picker, and they
assign the TY among the adult
volunteers for going throughout places around Swords and
picking up all the trash that we
find. Depending on whether the
route is longer or shorter, and in
how much trash you have to pick,
you can be there from about 40
minutes to 1h 20 minutes. - Marta Cobos

T

his trip was a short one, and yet I still quite
enjoyed it. After we arrived at the entrance,
there were a few zookeepers that greeted us,
their names were Kelly, Victoria, and Ella. We
went into a facility, where we did a workshop on
sustainability. They presented to us a PowerPoint
that included what animals are endangered, who
has the most impact on our environment, we did
activities such as “make the cycle of an old phone”.
After the lovely presentation, we went out to see
the elephants, we found a huge elephant who was
a matriarch, and her name was Bernadine. When
we finished learning about her, we were hungry,
so we had lunch at Zoorassic World exhibit which
was very cool. When we had finished our lunch,
we went to see many of the habitats and took
many photos of them. In conclusion, I would say
that our trip to Dublin Zoo was quite an enjoyable
one. I think it was very fun, and I would totally
recommend it to everyone. -Mark Ayson
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Future Learning
O

n the 14th of February
me and a few other students from our school went
to assist the future learning
programme for a week. Slovakian students came to Ireland
for two weeks for the course.
It was an interesting course
as we learned a lot about the
Slovakian students and their
culture. There is quite a difference between the way they
live, and the way we do, they
are very reserved and quiet,
and they thought that we were
very loud and outgoing people with an odd culture. Some
fun things also happened, one
day as we waited for one of
our friends to arrive, we spotted the Slovakian students

hugging the spire as instructed by their Slovakian teacher
that was supervising their
trip, which was very amusing
to see, and another time one
of our students brought in a
laptop and put on a Wii emulator and they got some of the
Slovakian students to join in
on playing Wii sports. Overall,
I had a really good time and I
hope the Slovakian students
did too, I would definitely go
again, and I would recommend
people should give the experience a try.

-Marica Cole
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